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July 18, 2016
Brent J. Fields
Secretary
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re:

[oint Industry Plan; Notice ofFiling ofthe National Market System Plan Governing the
Consolidated Audit Trail (File No. 4-698)

Dear Mr. Fields:
The Investment Company Institute ("ICI") 1 welcomes the opportunity to share our views on
how the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC" or "Commission") can create a consolidated
audit trail ("CAT") that will promote transparency, competition, and efficiency in the listed equities
and options markets while also protecting the position information and trading strategies ofregistered
funds and other investors. We write to express our concern that the proposed national market system
("NMS") plan to implement the CAT contains inadequate information security measures that leave
registered funds' confidential information vulnerable to a data breach.2 We offer a number of
recommendations to address the deficiencies of this information security program. Incorporating our
suggestions would decrease the risk that a cyber attack on the CAT harms investors-including
registered funds-and would improve the operations and decision-making process ofthis NMS plan.
We and our members stand ready to help the Commission implement our recommendations.
Our comments address three key aspects of the proposed CAT NMS plan: data security and
confidentiality, governance, and the format ofdata reported to the CAT ("CAT data"). Part I ofour
letter provides context for our support ofthe CAT and explains why we remain concerned about the
confidential information of registered funds. Parts II and III explain how the data security and

1

ICI is a leading, global association of regulated funds, including mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, dosed-end funds,
and unit investment trusts in the United States, and similar funds offered to investors in jurisdictions worldwide. ICI seeks
to encourage adherence to high ethical standards, promote public understanding, and otherwise advance the interests of
funds, their shareholders, direcrors, and <tdvisers. IC:r's U.S. fund members manage total assets of$17.9 trillion and serve
more than 90 million U.S. shareholders.
2

faint Industry Plan; iVotice ofFiling ofthe Nationallvfarket System Plan Governing the Consolidated Audit Trail, Securities

Exchange Act Release No. 77724 (April 27, 2016), 81 FR 30614 (May 17, 2016) ("Release").
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Although we support the objectives of CAT, we believe the CAT poses new dangers to
registered funds and their shareholders that the CAT NMS plan must address. Implementing the CAT
will require the creation of a central repository containing a vast amount of information about the U.S.
equity and options markets. The central repository will include customer and event information across
all markets, from the time oforder inception through routing, cancellation, modification, or execution
in a single consolidated data source.7 Essentially, the CAT will contain information concerning
position information and trading strategy for all registered funds and other entities active in the U.S.
equity and options markets.
This treasure trove oforder and execution information has tremendous commercial value, and
we are gravely concerned that cyber criminals and others will seek to access and use it for their personal
gain to the detriment of funds and their shareholders.8 Predatory traders or cyber criminals could use
CAT data to construct fund position information or reverse engineer fund trading strategies, enabling
them to replicate fund portfolios or, in some case, front-run fund trading decisions.9 Any such misuse
of CAT data could undermine certain of the benefits that the Commission hopes the CAT will deliver,
including improved investor protection and confidence in the capital markets. 10 If investors perceive
that the CAT NMS plan leaves their trading strategies and position information vulnerable to
discovery and predatory use, interest in equity investing may decrease to the detriment ofliquidity and,
ultimately, capital formation.
When the Commission proposed Rule 613 of Regulation NMS, we expressed our view that
the Commission would need to limit the use ofCAT data to regulatory purposes and adopt strong
confidentiality protections to ensure the security ofCAT data. 11 As described in more detail below, we
believe the CAT NMS plan's proposed approach to the information security and confidentiality of
CAT data does not go far enough to address or alleviate those concerns. We strongly recommend that
the final CAT NMS plan include more stringent standards than the proposal.

7

The CAT will store, among other things, a unique identification code for each parry to an equity or option order or
transaction, the time oforder entry, execution, routing, or cancellation, symbol, size, side, and price information for all

orders, special handling instructions for orders, execution timestamps, and information concerning the price and size of an
execution.
8

The repository also may attract foreign state actors that have an interest in obtaining a macro view ofthe equity holdings of
U.S. market participants, including registered fonds.

9

We note that Rule 613 of Regulation NMS requires reporting oforder information to the CAT on a T+ l basis.
Registered funds occasionally submit orders that take multiple days to fill. Rule 613 of Regulation NMS would require
reporting ofsuch an order on a T + 1 basis, even ifthe order remains open for more than one day. Any person that learns ofa
fund's open or partially filled order could use chis information to front-run the fond's trading.
10

11

See Release at 30748.

See Letter from Karrie i\kMillan, General Counsel, ICI to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary, Commission, dated August 9,
2010, available at https; //www.ici.org/11df/ 24477.pdf.
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Regulation NMS in 2012. Specifically, we recommend that the final CAT NMS plan employ state of
the art information security practices, such as the cybersecurity framework developed by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology ("NIST") and the cybersecurity assessment tool created by the
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council ("FFIEC"). We also suggest that the final CAT
NMS plan require the plan processor to implement an information security program that assesses and
responds continually to threats. Implementing these practices should ensure that the information
security program that protects CAT data remains current and enables the plan processor to detect and
react expediently to any security breach.
The NIST's 2014 cybersecurity framework consists of standards, guidelines, and practices to
promote the protection of critical infrastructure. The NIST framework provides an objective,
repeatable, and cost effective way to help owners of critical infrastructure combat cyber threats. It
incorporates leading practices from various information security standards and is emerging as a
standard in the financial industry. 14 We do not understand why the plan participants appear not to
have considered this framework in crafting the data security and confidentiality provisions of the
proposed plan, bur the final CAT NMS plan should reflect the evolving nature ofcyber security
standards, including the NIST framework. 15 Although compliance with the NIST cybersecurity
framework will not guarantee that the plan processor will operate an effective information security
program, it would provide some assurance chat the plan processor's information security program rests
on a solid foundation.
We further recommend that the CAT NMS plan require the plan processor to evaluate
regularly its information security program. We believe that the final plan should require the plan
processor to use a cybersecurity assessment tool, such as the one prepared by the FFIEC in 2015, as one
component of its information security program review process. 16 Cyber security assessment tools help
institutions identify their risks and determine their cybersecuricy maturity, and we believe the plan
processor could use such a tool to assess its preparedness to respond to cyber threats and ensure that the
central repository meets certain minimum, widely recognized cybersecurity thresholds.
Finally, effective information security programs today assess cyber threats proactively and
address systems vulnerabilities to reduce the likelihood ofa data security breach on a continuous basis.
To that end, we recommend that the CAT NMS plan require the plan processor to employ
information security measures that ingest information about cyber threats from a variety of forums,
11

National Institute of Standards and Technology, hamework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,
hbruary 12, 2014, available at http: //www.nist.gov /cyberframework/ upload / cybersecurity-framework-021214.pdf.
11

We note that Section 6.S(f) of the proposed plan v-muld require the information security program of the CAT Ni\iS plan
ro employ st<tte of the art tcchnoloh'}'· We support this requirement, bm respectfully request that the Commission also
require the plan's information security progr<tm to follow st;tte of the art practices to safrh'l1ard CAT <l<tt<L
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Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, Cybersecurity Assessment Tool, June 2015, available at
https; //www.ffiec.goy/11df/ cybersecuricy/FFIEC CAT Tune 2015 PDF2.pdf.
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that the Commission ensure that the plan processor accepts data in widely used industry formats to
improve the quality ofreported data and reduce costs associated with reporting to the CAT. If you
have any questions on our comment letter, please feel free to contact me at
, Jennifer
Choi, Associate General Counsel, at
, or George Gilbert, Counsel, at
.

Sincerely,

Isl David W. Blass
David W. Blass
General Counsel

cc:

The Honorable MaryJo White
The Honorable Kara M. Stein
The Honorable Michael S. Piwowar
Stephen Luparello, Director, Division ofTrading and Markets
Gary Goldsholle, Deputy Director, Division ofTrading and Markets
David Shillman, Associate Director, Division of Trading and Markets

